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Chapter 1 Introduction
Rurik Sights Land
Rurik the Reckless stands tall at the prow of the dwarven
steamship as it plunges over the waves. He gazes across
the grey sea before him, acutely conscious he and his
companions are far from the comforts of home. His
youth and inexperience is hidden beneath fine mail
armour and a full metal helm, and at his hip rides his
father’s longsword. Besides him, the ship’s Master, Wuzan,
stares through his magic looking glass as the imp-driven
paddles of the iron-hulled ‘Black Bess’ drive them towards
their final destination, an uncharted island of which they
have heard only rumours.
“Land ahoy!” shouts Wuzan. Rurik’s companions rush
to the fore and push Wuzan aside. The hopes and
expectations of each are excited by the vision of the
black line slowly expanding to take its place across the
horizon.
The slender sorceress, Lura, sees through the mists that
shroud the island. She dreams of the ancient and magical
knowledge left behind by the Old Empire, waiting to be
claimed. Her quest to become the world’s greatest living
sorcerer seems achievable at last.

as long as the ship. Two leathery wings, half way down its
length, are slightly in front of a pair of powerful legs with
razor sharp talon claws. Its long, serpentine tail ends in a
vicious crown of spikes.
Rurik’s trance ends as the wyvern cuts short its circling,
doubles back and dives straight towards the group
standing at the prow!

So What Do You Do Now?
If this was a novel or a movie we’d be reading or seeing
what the author or director intends to happen next to
Rurik and his companions. Perhaps how the dwarfen
captain is snatched up by the wyvern as Rurik, Lura,
Mancala and Abnon come to their senses and prepare
to fight the wyvern in a suitably epic battle? But we’re
not passively reading this in a book or sitting on the sofa
watching the screen and thinking ‘I wouldn’t do that!’. You
are seated round a table with three of your friends who
are taking the roles of Lura, Mancala and Abnon while
another friend, who is the appointed Games Master, has
just finished describing the dive of the wyvern. This is a
roleplaying game and your Games Master is asking you as
the player, playing the role of Rurik:

Beside her stands Mancala, the illegitimate son of a
senator. He clenches his jaw as he gazes upon the land
and fingers the hilt of his sword. Foremost in his mind is
the revenge he will soon have upon his father’s murderer,
a renegade hiding on the island.

“So what do you do now?”

Behind them, more polite but still excited, stands Abnon,
an austere, grey robed priest. His thoughts are only of
the evil he must slay and the souls he will save when he
steps off the boat into this godless and forsaken land.

•

Rurik pulls out his sword and steels himself to face
the diving wyvern?

•

Or maybe he prepares a spell to distract the beast
while everyone escapes into the metal hold of the
steam ship?

•

Or cowardly Rurik grabs Lura and shouts to the
wyvern ‘Eat her instead of me!’?

Rurik turns to face Wuzan. “Dragon?” he asks.
“No! A wyvern! Out for food for its young on yonder
coast, no doubt,” replies the hardened sea dwarf. He
points towards the coastline where forbidding cliffs reach
for the sky.
The wyvern lazily banks, then gains speed as it swoops
over the waist of the ship. The dwarven deckhands
scatter across the main deck, thankful it has missed once
more. Rurik watches as it soars into the sky, fascinated by
its powerful, slender form. It has a green, snake-like body
5

It’s up to you. You can tell the Games Master whatever
you want based upon what you know about Rurik’s
abilities and personality and then you and the Games
Master narrate the result of your decision. Play and the
story continue, with more decisions rewards and risks,
until the adventure comes to its natural conclusion and
everybody agrees the story is over.

Introduction

Rurik’s simple dreams of riches and glory are interrupted
by a frustrated screech and the sound of swooping wings.
A huge flying reptile dips down and scrapes the starboard
hull of the Black Bess with razor sharp talons. It rises
again into the sky and a dark green shape that blots out
the sun.

How do you answer? That’s for you to decide. Rurik is
your character, your alter ego in the game.
Perhaps....

OpenQuest
There are two types of players in OpenQuest.

What’s This Fantasy Roleplaying
Game About?

The Players, who each take on the role of a single
character, known as a Player Character. This character
becomes their alter ego in the fantasy world they are
playing in and has a set of numbers that describe their
abilities, which are written down on a character sheet.
Otherwise they exist only in the imagination of the player
and come to life during the game. How elaborate and
different from the player this character becomes is up to
the player and is the very essence of role-playing.

OpenQuest is a game of fantasy adventure. It takes place
in the imagination of its players, in worlds where dragons
live and magic exists and works! The players can take
on the roles of brave warriors, crafty thieves, mysterious
sorcerers and any other type of fantasy character that
they can think of.
There’s a large hint in the name “Open” + “Quest”.

The Games Master, who is in charge of running the
fantasy world and the Non-Player Characters that the
players encounter during their adventures.

“Open”. This being a game there are rules to guide play
when the outcome of a character’s action in the story is
less than certain. Some games burden themselves with
ever increasing layers of rules and effectively close the
options that a player has. In OpenQuest these rules are
kept to a minimum and are straightforward to understand,
in order to make the game run smoothly and keep the
players options as ‘open’ as possible. Also the ‘Open’
part of the name is a way of flagging up the fact that
the rules are available under the Open Gaming License,
and can be used as people wish even to base further
commercial products on.

Typically the Games Master describes the scene that
the player characters find themselves in, including details
of the location and the non-player characters that are
present and what they are doing. The players take turns
in describing their characters actions and the Games
Master tells them the results.
See the example at the end of the chapter to see how
the game plays.

“Quest”. Players go on adventures via their in game
alter egos, known as a character, who gain fame, fortune,
and achieve their personal goals. These ‘quests’ which are
the focus of play, involve danger and risk in the form of
villains, monsters, traps and dangerous locations. A series
of linked quests involving the same group of characters
is called a ‘Saga’.

Introduction
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Features of the Rules

Three Approaches to Magic
In OpenQuest there are three magic systems, which
model different belief systems commonly held by fantasy
spell casters.

Flexible Character Creation and
Advancement

Battle Magic is the basic type of magic, representing
the personal magic system that all player characters have
access to at the beginning of their careers. Of all the
approaches it is the least powerful and least flexible.

In OpenQuest you decide what your character will be
like and choose the skills, weapons and magic that they
are proficient in. As the character grows during play the
player chooses which areas the character should advance
in. At no point does the character get tied down to a
set path determined by the boundaries of a predefined
character type or class.

Divine Magic comes straight from the gods! It is a
powerful approach, but only available to those characters
that piously follows the ways of their chosen deity.
Sorcery is the magic of wizards and sorcerers, which
draws upon the arcane magical laws that govern how the
world works. Sorcery spells are potentially the most
powerful and certainly the most flexible magic, but it
requires even more dedication and skill to manipulate the
laws of magic to achieve the desired results than any of
the other approaches.

Percentile Rolls
The core game mechanic is the percentile roll. The
character’s chance to succeed at any given task is
expressed as a percentage.
For example Rurik the Reckless’s chance to hit with
his Sword is 55%. This is then rolled on a ‘D100’: two ten
sided dice of different colours thrown together with one
as tens and one as units. The dice determine whether
the character succeeds in combat and either hits an
opponent or not. If Rurik’s Player rolls equal or less to
55% on a D100 then Rurik hits, more than 55% Rurik
misses. This also applies to non-combat skills as well.

Monsters are People Too!
Creatures in OpenQuest have access to the same magic
and skills that a player character does, so their abilities are
just as detailed and powerful. Like the player characters,
they have hopes, dreams and a personality. Monsters
are not mere sword fodder, waiting patiently in some
underground complex to be slaughtered. In OpenQuest
they are the allies, adversaries, foils and followers that the
player characters interact with on their adventures.

Simplicity
While other D100 roleplaying games modify the chance
of success by adding a 10% here and taking a 5% away
there, OpenQuest avoids this complexity. If a roll is
modified then it is by adding a meaningfully huge modifier,
such as 25% or even 50%. Not only does this remove
the amount of fiddly additions and subtractions Players
have to do, but it means that when modifiers are applied
to dice rolls they have a meaningful and significant effect
on play.

What You’ll Need to Play
A Set of Polyhedral Dice
These are obtained from either online suppliers or your
local game store. As well as the familiar six sided dice
that come with most boardgames, you will need dice with
four, eight, ten, twelve and twenty sides. Dice are referred
to as dx in the rules, where x is the number of sides of
the dice. For example D10 refers to a ten sided die.
The most commonly used dice are D100, not actually a
hundred sided die but two D10’s that are rolled together.
Before the dice are thrown together it is decided in
advance which will be tens and which will be units.

Risky and Dangerous Combat

For example: I have a red D10 which I use as tens and
a white D10 which I use as units. When I roll them and
the red comes up two and the white comes up three,
then this means my result is twenty three. A roll of 00
equals 100.

Weapon and armour rules are kept to a minimum to
preserve the game’s goal of keeping things simple. The
game models a world where combat is always a risk and
the character faces grievous and permanent damage if
they take the violent option.

7
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Other D100 roleplaying games may also ask a player to
roll not once but twice to attempt some tasks. As far
as possible OpenQuest tries to keep dice rolling down
to a bare minimum, so that the system stays in the
background and the Players and Games Master can enjoy
their storytelling and roleplaying.

OpenQuest
Paper

Some Friends

You’ll need paper for note taking, drawing maps and any
other quick explanatory pictures or diagrams that either
the Players or the Games Master want to draw to help
describe what is going on during the game. If you haven’t
printed off a character sheet (available online at http://
www.D101games.com/OpenQuest/) you’ll need paper to
write one out.

Roleplaying games are inherently social, so you need at
least two players; one to play the heroes of the story
and the other to be the Games Master. More Players can
be added, and the usual number is four to six Players
and one Games Master. Any more than six Players and
it becomes difficult for the Games Master to get around
the table to find out what each player wants to do.

Time

Imagination

Game play usually happens in ‘sessions’ of three to four
hours. Sessions can take more or less time and are usually
determined by such factors as Players concentration and
enjoyment, coming to a natural end of the adventure, or
reaching a climactic cliff hanger where play can be picked
up again quickly after a short recap at the next session.

OpenQuest takes place in the imagination of the Players
and Games Master. Although metal miniatures, available
online and at games shops, can be used to help the
Players visualise the action (especially during combat), at
the end of the day the game stands or falls on how much
the Players and Games Master use the power of their
imagination to fuel the story they are co-creating.

How to Use this Book

Introduction

Players should skim read chapters one to seven
and then get stuck in and work through character
generation to create a character.
The Games Master is expected to be the final
arbiter on game rulings. Therefore they should
skim through the entire book and then read in
detail chapters two (Character generation), three
(Skills), four (Equipment), five (Combat), six (The
Quest and afterwards), seven (Introduction to
Magic) and eight (Battle Magic). Other chapters can
be consulted when they arise in play. For example
you only need to read sections of the Divine Magic
chapter in detail if either the players or creatures are
using magic from that chapter. If all the characters
are beginners who only know a smattering of Battle
Magic, and are facing opponents of similar skill, then
you need not burden yourself with memorising this
long and detailed chapter.
As well as the main rules text there are also
examples and asides which further illustrate and
explain how a rule is used in play. Also dotted
around the main rules text are ‘Games Master’s
Advice’ highlight boxes, which explain what the
Games Master should know about that rule. The
players are free to read these as well, in order to
gain a deeper understanding of the game.
Finally, some of the rules are marked as ‘Optional’.
Players and the Games Master should decide which
of these ‘Optional’ rules are used in the game before
the start of play. For example, the rules for Major
Wounds are optional. Some Players may enjoy the
extra realism that using this rule brings to combat,
others may feel uncomfortable with the extra gore
it brings to the description of combat results, or
the extra time it takes to work out combat. It is
therefore marked as optional so that the group can
decide whether or not to include it in the game.
8
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An Example of Play
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The following shows how a game of OpenQuest works. You’ll get to see how the game progresses as
a conversation between the players and the Games Master, with the occasional dice roll where the
action is less than clear. Don’t worry at this stage how the numbers are worked out or how the rules
actually work. That will be explained in the rest of the book.
The group is sat round a table at John’s house. John is the Games Master. Rob is playing Rurik the
Reckless, a rash young warrior, Janet is playing Lura, a sorceress, Sarju is playing Mancala, a highway-man
with a murky past, and Helen is playing Abnon a stern and righteous priest.
John: So, we left it last session with the wyvern diving towards the prow of the Black Bess, which is
where all your characters are now standing along with the dwarf captian, Wuzan.
Sarju: We are so toast!
John: Not necessarily, it all depends on what you do next. So what do you want to do? Everyone gets
to do one thing before the wyvern crashes down to the deck.
Janet: Lura fires off a Protection 4 spell.
John: Give me a Battle Magic Casting skill roll.
Janet: Lura’s Battle Magic Casting is 85%, let’s roll the dice then!
Janet rolls two ten sided dice, one red which is tens and one white which is units. Red comes up five
and the white comes up four. A result of 54%
Janet: Ok, I rolled 54 which is under 85% so I get a success. The spell works and a bubbling liquid of
silver acting as a second skin surrounds Lura to shield her from the wyvern’s attacks.
Helen: Abnon sets his spear against the incoming charge of the wyvern shouting “I fear you not, worm
of hell!!”.
Rob: Rurik draws his sword and climbs up the front mast of the ship to get a vantage point ready for
when the wyvern lands.
John: Ah Rob, that’s two actions, you’ve not got time to do both, what do want to do?
Rob: er……ok Rurik will climb up the mast without stopping to think about drawing his sword. He
is reckless after all!!
Sarju: How far is the ship from land?
John: About twenty metres or so.
Sarju: So it’s swimable?
John: Yes, I think I can see where this is going.
Sarju: Yup. Mancala jumps overboard and starts to swim to land!
Rob: The coward!
Sarju: Well that’s what Mancala would do; he’s always had his own best interests at heart.
John: Ok so Mancala jumps over the side. Give me a quick Athletics roll, to make sure that he doesn’t
sink like a stone when he hits the water.
Sarju: [Rolls dice] My athletics is 65% I rolled 23, no problem. Mancala is slowly swimming to land and
should get there in a couple of minutes or so. Guess that’s him out of trouble.
John: We’ll see. Ok so the rest of you are on the ship when the wyvern crashes down. Since it’s going
to attack you, we’ll move into Combat Rounds to keep track of time. Remember each round is about
five seconds of time, which gives you enough time to do about one thing. Characters act in Dexterity
order.The wyvern has a Dexterity of 16 since it’s quite sleek and agile. Can anyone do better than that?
Sarju: Mancala has a Dexterity of 17, but he’s too busy swimming away to do anything else.
John: How about everyone else?
Rob: 15.
Helen: 14.

OpenQuest
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Janet: 8 ouch!
John: Ok so the wyvern has the highest Dexterity score so gets to go first. It dives down and tries to
grab Lura, bite Rurik on the mast and lash out at Abnon on the deck with its tail.
Rob: That’s a lot of attacks!
John: Well that’s what the rules say, it’s got three modes of attacks and it’s agile enough to use them
all at once.
Sarju: Ha, ha!
John: Ok let’s work this out.
John rolls dice against the monster’s weapon skills.
John: It lashes out at Abnon but misses completely, similarly it snaps at Rurik but doesn’t judge the
distance well enough and bites too short, but its going to hit Lura with its claws unless she does
anything about it.
Janet: Lura’s going to jump out of the way. She’s got a Dodge of 45%, I roll….3 and 4, 34!
John: Great, so the wyvern goes crashing into the deck but Lura gracefully jumps out of the way.
Rob: Rurik’s next, he draws his sword.
Helen: Remember Abnon was setting his spear against the diving wyvern.
John: Yes that’s +25% on Abnon’s Close Combat skill.
Helen: So that’s spear at 55% plus 25% a total of 80%
Helen rolls her D100 and gets 86!
Helen: Nah he just missed, because the wyvern took a swing at him, Abnon moved out of the way and
his attack was distracted and ineffective as a result.
Janet: Lura next! She runs across the deck towards the stairs down below. She’s making sure that
there’s more distance between her and the wyvern. She doesn’t like the look of those claws!!
John: Lura’s halfway across deck, she’ll make the stairs next round.
John: Ok so that’s everyone had a go. Onto Round two.The wyvern is soaring back into the sky.What
are people doing?
Janet: Lura carries on running towards the stairs.
Helen: Abnon resets his spear and waits for the wyvern to dive again.
Rob: Rurik is going to swing at it with his sword as it goes past.
Sarju: Keep swimming of course!!
John: Ok so the wyvern flies ten metres up into the sky. It whizzes straight past Rurik before he gets
a chance to hit it. Rob you want to do something else?
Rob: No, I’ll wait until it comes down again.
John: The rest of your characters do what they said they were doing. Onto round three.
John: Ok the wyvern reaches the top of its rise into the air and stops momentarily. Intelligently taking in
the scene below, it sees Rurik and Abnon’s weapons drawn on the ship below. It can’t see Lura because
she’s run below decks. But does it see Mancala swimming in the sea below?
Sarju: Uh oh!
John: I’ll roll against its Perception of 70% to see if it does.
John rolls the dice and comes up with 01, a critical result!!
John: Oh no it rolled a critical!! Not only does it see Mancala all on his own undefended, but it decides
that it is an easier meal than the food with weapons and starts diving towards him!

So what are you going to do now?
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In addition to this Introduction the book contains the
following chapters.

Divine Magic. The second of the three approaches
of magic and the preserve of advanced magicians. This
chapter deals with the magic of the gods, their worshipers,
temples and the religious cults that serve them.

Characters. This chapter gives rules and advice on how
to create your character, which is your alter ego in the
fantasy world.

Sorcery. This type advanced magic that sets out magic
as a set laws of the universe to be mastered by wizards
and sorcerers.

Skills. This chapter details the skills that your character
will use to perform tasks and actions. It gives rules on
how skills are used in various types of situations.

The Quest and afterwards. This chapter holds
quick ‘Spot rules’ on the hazards that a character may
encounter during their adventure such as poison, disease,
falling, fatigue and encumbrance. Also practical advice
for players on what to expect on an adventure, how to
improve their characters, and what their characters can
do in-between adventures, are included.

What this Book Contains

Equipment. The tools of your character’s trade. All the
weapons, armour and other pieces of equipment your
character will need to pursue a career in adventuring are
found here.
Combat. Hand to hand, missile and unarmed combat is
the meat of this chapter.
Introduction to Magic. A short chapter explaining the
three systems of magic of OpenQuest.
Battle Magic. This chapter details the basic rules as to
how magic works within the game. Its focus is on Battle
Magic, a magic system that all player characters have
access to.This chapter lists all the spells from that system.

Creatures. How monsters are more than mere sword
fodder, and how to use them as foils, nemesis, allies,
henchmen, Goons/Followers and villains. This chapter
concludes with a listing of creatures with full game stats.
Plunder: A chapter about magic items and other
treasure that can be found on a Quest.
Character Sheet: A form that you can print off and
fill in the details of your character updating it during play.
A form fillable pdf version of this can be found at the
downloads section at d101games.com

Introduction
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Chapter 2 Characters
But that’s only half of what a character is.

What is a Player
Character?

The other half exists mainly in the imagination of the
player, with perhaps some quick notes on the character
sheet. This half is the personality of the character and
other intangibles such as goals and past history.These are
the things that you can’t express in cold hard numbers,
which really bring the character to life and give the player
guidelines on how the character acts and thinks.

A character is your representation in the game. Your
eyes, ears, touch, feel and smell in the imaginary world
that you and your fellow players create.
On one hand the character is a collection of numbers
which describe his/her characteristics, skills and magic
spells that are written down on a character sheet. This
chapter will explain how you create these numbers, in a
process known as ‘Character Generation’.

A Note on Group
Balance and
Survivability

Characters

OpenQuest’s skill and magic systems
are pretty open, both at character
generation and during character
advancement, in that they don’t tie
a character down to a predestined
path of skill and magic increases
dictated by the type of character
that the Player chooses during
character generation.
Character generation produces
characters that have skills in all the
basic areas of expertise, a couple
of speciality advanced skills, some
starting personal magic and some
skill in at least one or two weapons.
Most OpenQuest characters start
out being able to do most things, a
skill area or two that they excel at,
have a decent chance in a fight and
have some magic to even out the
odds.
Because OpenQuest characters
start off more rounded there is less
of an issue about getting the right
mix of skills for the group so it can
survive the adventure.
12
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Step 1: Determine Concept

Character Generation

In one sentence sum up what your character is all about.
Use the guidelines above to give yourself ideas. Ask the
other Players what their character concepts are to make
sure the group has an interesting selection of characters.

The process of creating a character is known as ‘Character
Generation’. OpenQuest character generation is a seven
step process and at each step the Player makes decisions
about what their character is like at the beginning of the
game, when the character is just starting out on their
adventuring career.

Check with your Games Master that your character
concept fits in with the type of game that the group is
going to be playing.

Starting Character Generation
with a Character Concept

Characteristics

Rurik is “A determined and foolhardy warrior seeking
excitement and adventure.”

These are the primary building blocks of the character.
All characters and creatures have seven characteristics,
which give the basic information about the character’s
physical, mental and spiritual capabilities. As well as being
useful indicators of how to roleplay the character (see
below) they are the scores that skills are initially based
upon.

Lura is “A mysterious and elegant sorceress. “

The characteristics are:

Mancala is “The illegitimate son of a murdered Noble,
who survives through being a rogue.”

Strength (STR): A character’s brute force, Strength
affects the amount of damage he deals, what weapons
he can wield effectively, how much he can lift and so on.

A character concept is a one sentence summing up of
what the character is all about.
For example:

Abnon is “A pious priest who smites evil and protects
the innocent.”
Having a clear concept of what you want your character
to be like at the beginning of character generation guides
the whole process as you make choices to generate the
numbers that you will roll against during play. For example,
for Rurik it states clearly that he is a warrior, therefore
when choosing skills Rurik puts points into Dodge and
Unarmed combat, both skills that will be highly useful
when he gets into a fight, rather than any of the Lores.
You are of course free to change the concept as you
generate the character. Generally, as a rule, the stronger
the character concept, the easier it is to create an
interesting character.

Constitution (CON): A measure of the character’s
health, Constitution affects how much damage he can
sustain in combat, as well as his general resistance to
disease and other illnesses.
Dexterity (DEX): A character’s agility, co-ordination
and speed of reaction, Dexterity aids him in many physical
actions, including combat.
Size (SIZ): This is an indication of the character’s mass
and, like Strength and Constitution, can affect the amount
of damage a character can deal and how well he can
absorb damage.
Intelligence (INT): A character’s ability to think around
problems, analyse information and memorise instructions.
It is a very useful Characteristic for characters interested
in becoming accomplished spellcasters.

Your Games Master may ask you what your character
concept is before you start Character Generation, to
make sure that it fits in with the sort of game that he has
prepared. For example creating a warlike barbarian may
not be a good idea for a game that is going to revolve
around a series of magical mysteries where the characters
will need strong investigative and magical skills.

Power (POW):
Perhaps the most abstract
Characteristic, Power is a measure of the character’s life
force and the strength of his willpower.
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Charisma (CHA): This quantifies a character’s
attractiveness and leadership qualities.

Step 2: Generating Characteristics
Using the Points method
Each characteristic starts with a value of 8. You next have
thirty points to distribute amongst them. The maximum
value of a characteristic during character generation is 18.
You may also lower a characteristic to gain extra points.
For example, reduce STR 8 to 6 to gain 2 points, but INT
and SIZ have a minimum value of 7. Other characteristics
have a minimum value of 3, although this indicates that
the character has a severe disadvantage in this area.

Characters

Comparing concepts with the other players before diving
into character creation is strongly recommended. Your
character will be part of an adventuring group that is made
up of the other Players’ characters. These characters
work together, even if they don’t like each other, towards
a common goal of solving the mysteries and dilemmas
thrown up by the Games Master during the adventures
that they play through. The game is unlikely to be any fun
if all the players have similar or near identical concepts,
as compared with a game where the group is made up
of characters with different concepts that can work
together to create interesting role-playing opportunities .

